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Kentucky Windage 0
With all the efforts to bring education to Ken-
tucky these days, and to all people in all walks of
life, and with the federal government spending
millions on "head start", "hind start", "quick start",
"slow start" and the like, do we have educational
television in this area?
A great big thumping "NO"!
But could we have it? YES.
The local Cable television service installed a
big antenna just outside town last fall, and was
ready last November 14 to pickup the weak signals
of ETV channel 8 at Carbondale and put them—
good and strong—on the local circuit. "Nothing
doing" said a Paducah TV station, and thereupon
filed an enjoiner with the Federal Communications
Commission, which has to deny Fulton area viewers
this service.
Why? Obviously so we would have to watch the
daily mayhem and other outpourings of the Padu-
cah and Cape stations whether we liked it or not.
Ken Turner, manager of the local Cable sys-
tem, told us that the ETV signals from Channel 2
in Nashville are so weak, at this distance, that they
couldn't be picked up and given decent viewing. He
tried it last fall. But Carbondale, not strong enough
for home-set pickup, could come in fine via the
cable.
With our libraries leaving, our educational TV
denied, we may become the new western Appalach-
ia of Kentucky, here in the Purchase. Sort of looks
that way, doesn't it.
Received a little letter in the mail this week
from a young student named Terry B. Barlow, Ful-
ton Route 1, who addressed it "To all Mothers" and
isked to have it put in the paper.
OK, Terry, here it goes, and we'll jua gel
good start on Mothers' Day (May 12) here in Janu-
ary:
—Mother-
1. A good mother is a mother who will stay up
half the night and wake up next morning and say
she slept fine.
2. A good mother is a mother that keeps
order in the home, and does not let the children boss
her around.
3. A mother shouldn't worry so much, be-
cause worrying will get her down.
— Terry II, ,par jkaw
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company is
right proud of their new site at Wickliffe for the up-
coming $80 million paper mill, and featured a beau-
tiful aerial photo of it on the cover of their annual
report to stockholders, just published for distribu-
tion to shareholders at the February annual meet-
ing to be held in their New York office.
I browsed through the report just to learn
more about this giant company, and also to see if
they might hint at other operations to be built in
Western Kentucky . . . possibly close to Fulton.
While I didn't find that, I did find these interesting
facts about this giant company, whose Wickliffe
plant will be the biggest in its history:
Their present sales of over $366 million dollars
are 90% greater than their volume ten years ago;
During the past year, nearly half of the dollar
sales came from new products that have been intro-
duced within the past ten years;
Westvaco expects to spend $25 to $30 million
each year for the next five years on capital expendi-
tures;
The average age of 30 officers, division man-
agers and corporate heads within the Company is
just over 45 years, while their average experience
with the company is more than 20 years;'
1958 net income of $9 million jumped to $21
million in 1967; 1958 net income of $1.68 per share
on common stock jumped to $4.12 per share in 1967;
production of paper, paperboard and market pulp
jumped from 862,000 tons in 1958 to nearly double
that figure in 1967.
Westvaco is a big, hustling outfit. Welcome to
Kentucky and to the Purchase, where we can use
some good hustlers.
I'll never forget him.
It was some thirty five years ago, and I was a
young college musician, come out to hear the finest
orchestra in the land. Here, in my home-town up in
Missouri, was the renowned orchestra that one
heard regularly over the radio, that had toured
Europe, played concerts in Carnegie Hall, had made
all the most popular records, and whose members
were renowned on every instrument.
I got there early, to see what they looked like.
All thirty of them.
They were quite a surprise, when they came to
the bandstand. While most jazz orchestras in those
days were young, cocky fellows; these seernid to be
all middle-aged businessmen. No razzle-dazzle, no
bantering, no laughing and carryinj-on; no loud
ties, zoot-suits, flashy this or that. The men unpack-
ed their instruments, blew a few soft notes to tune
them up, and then sat quietly in their chairs. They
-curried a special fellow who set up the music stands
(Continued on page Mid)
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If The Legislature Adopts Standard Time, We Will
Have A Real Mess Here In Fulton And The Purchase
(An Editorial)
In 1967, for the first time in the
history of daylight saving, Fulton,,
South Fulton and, in fact, the entire
purchase went through a summer in
perfect time harmony with our neigh-
boring states and cities.
It worked great. There was neyor
any question of "what time is HT here"
or "what time is it there" in the Central
standard time zone. It was ALL/central
standard time. Everyw= in the
United States but up in s ounties
of our own Kentucky, where a bunch
of obstinate knuckleheads wanted to be
bull headed about changing their
clocks.
They were bull-headed, to be sure.
They had their section of the State so
fouled up with four different times that
no one knew for sure what time it was.
Here in sensible Western Ken-
tucky everybody kidiew what time it
was. All cities and counties changed
over to daylight time. For most people
it was a new experience; there were
misgivings at first, but in a week no
0
mytne re bered it, and in a month
most eve it) worker whose job normally
ended fo the day at 5:30 p. m. found
that he, or she, had a whole lot of day-
light left to work around the yard, or
do as they pleased. At the end of the
summer we did not hear one single,
unhappy voice against daylight time.
And the fact that a lot of our up-
state-Kentucky friends weren't on day-
light time was of considerably less con-
, *ern to us than the fact that we WERE
on compatible time status with St.
Louis, Nashville, Memphis and other
major out-of-State points that are tied
to us much closer than Louisville is.
And now, of all things, we under-
stand that these mixed-up knuckle-
heads in upstate Kentucky are going to
make a determined effort to FORCE
Km`ucky to stay on standard time this
summer, and to FORCE Fulton to have
a different time than South Fulton.
They are going to try to influence the
L. giElature into FORCING Kentucky
to stay on slow time this sunmmer,
(Continued On Page Two)
Annual Meeting
Slated At Clinton
At 7:30P. M. on January 16, 1968,
the ANNUAL MEETING of the
Mississippi River Area Develop-
ment Council will be held in the
Hickman County Health ,Depart-
ment Building in Clinton, Kentucky.
The Agenda for the meeting will
include among others a discussion
regarding: Elections.
Division of the present Council
into two Councils, Adoption of the
1968 Budget and application for





A request for federal funds to
construcj a neighborhood facilities
project in South Fulton has been
denied due to lack ot funds, Mayor
Rex Ruddle was informed Tuesday.
In a letter to Mayor Ruddle, the
Atlanta office of the Department
of Housing and Urbsui Development
had this to sty: 4}.
(Continued 0* Page Eight)
WPSD-TV Begins
4 H Study Course
The Purchase Area Youth will be
participating in a new type of 4-H
Project in 1968. It is called a TV
Action Series. The teaching will be
done by television. The series con-
sists of 10 one-half hour programs.
These programs will be telecast on
WPSD-TV, starting February 3,
1968. The ten programs will start
at 12:30 p. m., on Saturday and
will continue for ten consecutive
Saturdays.
This project is being offered in









Library Meeting Will Be
Tonight, Thurs., Ai 7:30
An open meeting of the Fulton Library Board will
be held at 7:30 p. m. Thursday night (tonight) at the Ful-
ton Library building on Main Street.
All citizens who are interested in trying to keep a
library system in Fulton and Fulton County are urged to
be present.
The purpose of the meeting, according to Mrs. Rob-
ert Rudolph, board chairman, is to determine whether
there is sufficient public interest in maintaining library
service to warrant efforts toward keeping the libraries
open.
"It's up to the people if they
want the library system to con-
tinue", Mrs. Rudolph said. "If they
want a library system, they must
show some interest in it at this
meeting, otherwise we have no
choice but to let it die as un-
agonizing a death as possible," she
told The News this week.
Libraries in Fulton and Hick-
man and bookmobile service in the
county are scheduled to close down
June 30, at which time the state
library board will reclaim its in-
vestment of books-and equipment
in the county.
This situation resulted from ac-
tion of the Fulton County Fiscal
Court in accepting a petition pre-
sented to the court seeking removal
of the special library tax applied
for the first time in 1967. The tax
rate of 6 cents on each $100 assess-
ment was set after an earlier peti-
tion had been accepted by the court
requesting the tax for support of
county library service. The tax
was necessary, according to the li-
brary board, to maintain services
at the level instituted during a two-
year "demonstration" project at
state expenses.
Prior to the pilot program, small
libraries were supported in Fulton
and Hickman by the Woman's
clubs in each town.
All state aid to the county library
system ended On Nov.' 80, and since
that time its operation has been
dependent upon tax funds. With
the court's action to repeal the li-
brary tax, the state announced its
intention in early December to be-
gin withdrawal of its books, films,
shelving and other equipment on
June 1 of this year, forcing the
closing of both libraries by June
3j.
Faced with this situation, the li-
brary board at its December meet-
ing decided to open its next meet-
ing to the public in order to de-
termine the extent of interest
among the public in taking steps to
keep the libraries functioning. Spe-
cific alternatives will be discussed,
and a course of action decided on
by the board, dependent upon pub-
lic response at the meeting.
Auto Inspection
Now Mandatory
Kentucky's new motor vehicle in-
spection law became effective Jan-
uary 1. All motor vehicles register-
ed in the state must be inspected
in one of the about 2,000 inspection
stations.
Motorists can have their cars in-
spected voluntarily in January and
February. Mandatory inspection
begins in March.















The bountiful gifts which you have sent to Vietnam for tileLne
el South Fulton, Tennessee, and Fulton, Kentucky, reflect nod d.ern
stride the finest American patriotism.
, All 01 you are to be commended for your fine community 
spirit
I know the care, work, thoughtfulness and love which were pou
red
Into each gift. Please accept my aincere appreciation for what
 you
have and are doing in support of our fighting men. Such assurance
of import gives fresh purpose and resolve to those who daily 
stake
Uses for freedom's cause.
day when we can all return home. Perha
to alpen visit time Twin Cities.
Icemen of Iltis command, I extend my
ed lii ""Operation Banta Claus."
"Operation San:a Claus", a joint
effort of the citizens of Fulton and
South Fulton that provided some 75
gift-laden boxes for local Service-
men in Vietnam, has received the
plaudits of General Westmoreland
in a personal letter received in the
Twin Cities this week. The letter is
shown herewith.
Thank-you letters have also begun
to arrive from the men themselves,
and The News will reprint all of
them in this and succeeding issues.
Herewith are the first:
Dear Friends and Neighbors:
I received the box yesterday and
was I glad to get the gifts and
Christmas card? Some friends and
I really had a good look at all that
was in the big box. It was so heavy
that everyone wondered what was
in it, so we opened it and then we
saw all the food and books and
pencils and paper - well just a
whole lot of goodies.
I want to thank all of you for
making Christmas here seem like
a swell Christmas. We really thank
Operation Santa Claus of Fulton
and South Fulton for being so good
to us.
Hope to see you soon.
PFC George Beans
71st Trans. Co. YS
To The Fine People of Fulton and
South Fulton:
I and the men of Lighterage
Support Division want to thank all
of you for the fine Christmas pack-
age we received today. The package
could not have arrived at a better
time than Christmas morning.
I'm sorry I can't send any pic-
ture of us opening the package. We
Opened it early this morning on a
SO Mike Three boat and none of us had
.1 a camera.
T I'm not much of a letter writer
and writing one letter to many peo-
ple I find very difficult. Once
more, I want to thank all of you
I for the wonderful package.
Albert Monett and the
Men of Lighterage Support
D A Nang, Vietnam
December 22, 1967
Dear Friends and Neighbors:
Your box arrived today and I
never saw so many goodies as-
sembled in one box before.
I'm expecting to leave for home
any time, possibly before Christ-
mas, so I opened the box and dis-
tributed it to the S.2 and S3 Sec-
tions, 1st Battalion, Seth Armor, of
which I have been in charge for the
past nine months and everything
was immediately rabbecf. up. I
kept the New Testament, the good
luck charm, crosses and a couple
of food items and the remander
went to the men..
On behalf of all us, thanks so
very much to all of you who had
anything to do with this demonstra-
tion of friendship and- support to
the group here. It helps us more
than many people realize to see you
good people go and put forth the
effort to do what you have done.
I only wish I could thank each
of you personally for the time and
!effort you exerted in this mission.





I got your package today and it
made my Christmas complete.
I would like to thank each and
every person, but I can't, so I hope
this card will do That was a real
nice package and all my buddies
thought so, too. We share and share
alike.
\ Your friend,




I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to thank the people of Fulton
and South Fulton for making
"Operation Santa Claus" possible.
There'll always be a Christmas and
the special chance it brings to
greet nice folks who mean a lot
and wish them life's best things.
The people of my home town will
always be included in those special
folks. You deserve more Christmas
happiness than these words could
ever show.
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year and may God bless you
and keep you.
PFC. Marion L. Bone




I cannot begin to express my
feelings for the thought you have
given and the work you've put into
this "Operatkin Santa Claus." The
package- vu beyond belle/.
There are only twelve guys in
my squad and the contents of the
package was passed around and we
(Continued On Page Sight)
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If The Leiislature Adopts Standard Time, We Will
Have A Real Mess Here In Fulton And The Purchase
(Continued from Page One)
while all of the other 49 States change
over.
If enough members of the Legisla-
ture vote to keep Kentucky on stand-
ard time, we've "had it". We can hard-
ly visualize a situation more ridiculous
than Fulton and the rest of the Pur-
chase operating on a diffeielit, time
than Tennessee, or Missouri, or Illi-
nois. Besides, we like that extra hour
of day light.
Your State Senator is Carroll Hub-
bard, and your State Representative is
Henry Maddox. We strongly urge you
to write them immediately if your
feelings on this matter are important
to you. They'll probably vote on this
question before long.
As a substitute to a bill proposing
adoption of standard time for Ken-
tucky (and FORCING us to live with it
whether we like it or not), we offer a
choice of four alternatives:
1. Go along with the rest of the
nation and adopt fast time for the en-
tire State.
2. Permit each county to decide its
own time by vote, as it did last year.
3. Decree that all of the CENTRAL
time zone in Kentucky shall go on
,"fast" time, and the Eastern zone stay
on slow time. That would put the en-
tire State tin the same time, and ap-
pease most of the knuckleheads, who
seem to be in the slow zone anyhow.
4. Failing all else, permit the Pur-
chase to detach itself from Kentucky
for the 6-month time changeover
period and operate as the 51st State.
Let's Keep Our New Auto Inspection Law As It
Is Now Written, And Chid Meddling With It
The News is absolutely opposed to
repeal of the newly-enacted auto in-
spection law in Kentucky, and for what
we think are five perfectly obvious
reasons.
In the first place, the law was en-
acted to make our highways safer by
absolutely requiring all drivers to
have their vehicle in good operating
order. That means all tail lights work-
ing, turn signals working, windshield
wipers working, brakes in good order,
steering in good order. To any driver
with any sense at all, and any feeling
for the safety of his family, the new
law is his only meager protection
against the "other guy" on the highway
. . . the fellow frf-front of him with a
broken tail light, a turn indicator that
isn't working ... or the guy behind him
with a little or no brakes.. . or the guy
coming at him in a driving rain with a
windshield wiper that isn't working,
or with one headlight, or with a steer-
ing gear that is faulty, or a badly-
cracked windshield affording poor visi-
bility. We believe that, in these days
of crowded, narrow highways such as
we have in Kentucky, every vehicle
must be in good operating order to
protect our lives to the maximum
against mechanical defects. Human de-
fects are plentiful as it is. Thirty one
other States agree with us.
Secondly, we oppose those who
would place the burden of inspection
on random and occasional checks by
the State Police. There is no possible
way they can check many of these de-
fects, and do a good job of it without
greatly augmenting their staff, if they
are going to attempt to do the kind of
thorough job that will include every-
body. An increase in staffing means
more tax dollars spent for personnel,
at a time when the State budget is
sorely pressed for funds. It would put
the onus on the Trooper, who is trying
to do his job maintaining orderly traf-
fic, answering distress calls, and do-
ing a hundred other things other than
being a housemaid for ramshackle ve-
hicles that shouldn't be on the highway
anyhow. Why make the State Trooper
take a beating for something that the
vehicle operator was at fault with be-
fore he ever left home?
In the third place, the new law is
bound to make us continually consc-
ious of the condition of our vehicles.
We all tend to be a little lax in correct-
A member of the Kentucky Press A:embitter.
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ing defects in our own vehicles. How
many times have you said to yourself
"I'll get that turn signal fixed soon as
I have time," or "My brakes seem to
be getting a little weak, perhaps I had
better get them looked at soon as I get
a little money," or "My windshield
wiper blade seems to want to stick,
maybe I'll get a new one if I can re-
member to do it next time I'm in the
service station". . . or a hundred other
things. This new law will give us a
deadline for getting everything in
absolutely good working order, and no
if's or but's. It takes the monkey off the
State Trooper's back and puts it on our
own, where it belongs.
In the fourth place, any change in
the procedure, such as permitting each
County to set up its own inspections
would defeat the honest purpose of a
State-wide uniform inspection require-
ment. We would wind up having 120
different variations of the inspection
code, which would be just as ridiculous
as permitting each county to set its re-
spective speed limit on State high-
ways.
In the fifth place the new law, as
it is presently on the books, stands to
make the State a little money, without
costing the auto owner more than a
couple of bucks per vehicle. And, as
we mentioned above, Kentucky has
just slashed every operating budget in
the government because it doesn't
have the money to keep them all go-
ing. Does it make_sense for State Gov-
ernment to turn around and SPEND
more money if it doesn't have to, just
to appease a few lawmakers from rural
areas who want their constituents to
get a continued free ride at State ex-
pense? We don't think it does.
Now suppose the present inspec-
tion law is defeated, and the State
Troopers are given the job of making
"spot checks" by the road-block
method. How many times are you go-
ing to sit there and cuss when you get
caught in a long line of cars and trucks
at an inspection "road block" when
you are pressed for time to catch a
plane, or a train, or get to a meeting,
or get to work, or any of a hundred
other reasons for being on the road.
And who are you going to cuss? Why
the Trooper, of course, who didn't want
this job in the first place and can't af-
ford to have it in the second place.
How much simpler to have an
"OK" sticker on your windshield, drive
with peace of mind and no delays! Get
your own inspection done at home, at
your own liesure, before you get on the
road.
We find no fault with our new law,
and we see absolutely no reason why
it should be amended or repealed
without at least ,a two-year trial. In
that length of time we think everybody
will be convinced of its worth.
P. S. A good inspection could re-
veal a defect on your car that you
yourself did not know of. And in turn
could save your life. (For instance a
tie-rod about to drop oft)
11-)  Er,rtf CUPINTE E.
THINGS ARE BETTER THAN THEY SEEM
If you find yourself assuming
That disastrous times are looming,
And that nothing can be done to save the race;
And that this, our generation,
Is a blot on God's creation,
And that, atom bombs will soon destroy the place;
And that morals are not thriving,
And for death mankind seems driving,
And that evil every good intent supplants;
And that pepple are employing
Ways of live that need destroying,
Since the world is only fit for snakes and ants;
Then you'd better stop your drinking,
For it's just this kind of thinking;
That has held man back upon his upward way.
Through dark aeons he's been groping,
And today he stands there hoping
For the dawning of an everlasting day.
— Kelly O'Neall
Tid - Bits
a of Kentucky Folklore
"COLLECTORS' ITEMS"
Years ago Will Rogers gave an
excellent idea about how to twcome
rich: just keep intact the stuft you
now have and live to be old; thmi
the most ordinary wearing apparel,
furniture, household items, books,
and such will be valuable. You can
sell off a few at a time and have a
steady income in your old age.
There is much truth in this ri-
diculous statement. While we have
things, they seem worthless or
barely endurable; then, after time
has tested them, they acquire a
worth that we never dreamed of.
Not long ago Jesse Stuart paid a
visit to our town and was our big
news item for days. lie was kind
enough to repeat that I published
his first prose work, "The Yarb
Doctor," in the now-defunct KEN-
TUCKY FOLKLORE AND PO-
ETRY MAGAZINE and also some
of the very first of his poems a lit-
tle earlier in the same shortlived
magazine. As a result of my in-
terest in his early work, he sent me
an autographed copy of his first
thin volume of verse, HARVEST
OF YOUTH. For years I was afraid
I had lost the llttle book, but, when
I "moved home" from my office in
the summer of 1959, when I retired,
there I found in my storeroom,
covered up with tons of other stuff,
the priceless little book. I use the
term "priceless" deliberately. In a
collectors' list today, February 15,
1967, I found the book quoted at
$300! Mr. Stuart says he knows of
only six copies in existence. The
poet's later work has made his
name known everywhere, but he
showed this same ability long ago;
hence the greater value of this lit-
tle book to me. "I knew him when."
It is not always Possible to guess
what will be more valuable as time
goes on. What creates a stir may
be q great work, or it may be a bit
of temporary stuff, maybe trash.
It is easy to imagine great futures
for certain books or pictures and
great works of art. A good blurb
from someone high in authority as
a critic may make a book sell like
the proverbial hot cakes; ten years
later it may happen that nobody
remembers what all the stir was
about. Everybody is entitled to his
liking of a certain book, even
though the critics einay have ignor-
ed it. And, I have lived long enough
to learn, some of the stones that
the builders rejected have become
the heads of the corners.
Never having had a surplus of
money, I have not followed collec-
tors' manias enough to shell out an
extra dollar or two. Maybe I could
have bought up something I believ-
ed to be great and have now a
treasure; however, the same thing
might be merely some more pap-
er for rats and mice to gnaw on. I
have never believed that I could
prophesy what would or wouldn't
be great even ten years from now,
not to mention a century hence.
When I bought my little seventy-
five cent copy of WALDEN in 1905,
I suspect that not two dozen copies
of the book in any edition could
have been found in the entire state.
Hundreds of educated people did
(Continued on Page Seven?
Thought is inner speech. All hu-
man thinking is done by the inward
use of coined words; so the richer
a man's active vocabulary the wid-
er are the range and the effective-
ness of his thinking, whether ex-
pressed in prose or poetry.
PULL YOITRUSELF TOGETH-
ER, by Barlititra Johns Waterston.
Any woman who isn't great looking
just doesn't want to be or she wants
too much or she just doesn't know
the score. This book will show you
how to "make it" on as little time
and money as you are spending
now.
WORLD HISTORY, by William H.
McNeill. To see the world whole
and to tell .> history in fewer than
five hunAfed pages is no easy task.
Profesr McNeill does this and
makes his survey unusually cohe-
sive and intelligible by organizing
his story of mankind around a cen-
tral idea.
ME, CAZZIE RUSSELL, by Caz-
zie Russell. Cazzie Russell didn't
start playing basketball until he
was a freshman in high school.
Eight years later he had become
the most publicized player in bas-
ketball and had been drafted by the
New York Knickerbockers. How
did it happen? Read this book and
you will find out.
HIGH AND LOW, by John Betje-
man. In lyric and fluid verse, al-
ways at the command of his some-
times humorous, sometimes ironic,
often nostalgic observations of life,
Betjeman in his new collection
comments on those subjects which
so often preoccupy our thoughts in
this "age without a soul," but with-
out the jarring, teeth-gnashing re-
sults of many other contemparary
poets.
THE END OF THE ROMANOVS,
by Victor Alesandrov. The end of
the Romanovs is a recapitulation
and an interpretation of the intri-
cate interplay of circumstances
surrounding the execution of the
Tsar and his family. The central
event is of course anticipated, but
when it is finally unfolded with all
its ramifications, it still comes as a
fateful shock, an experience at
once intolerable and inevitable.
THE THIRTIES, FICTION, 'POE-
TRY, DRAMA, by Warren French.
This book is an unsystematic in-
troduction to the generally exciting
American literature of generally
depressing decade. Rather than at-
tempt to chronicle with pedantic
thoroughness the principal literary
productions of the 30s, we have here
a series of short essays to stir the
memories of those who did not ex-
perience it and see just beginning
to discover its literature. Our ap-
proach is that of an enthusiastic
guest at a rich banquet, darting
from dish to dish to sample what
entices him rather than that of a
dieting ascetic taking an invvry
of the groaning board.
A WORLD OF BREADS, by Do-
lores Casella. As anyone wh4.,,,has
sampled its aroma knows-1M that
means most of us—there are few
things more delightfully tantaliz-
ing than the smell of freshly baked
homemade bread. Its rich smell
fills the house, and its texture and
flavor are as satisfying to the soul
as a cat curled up next to an old
wood stove. Now Dolores Casella-
well known to millions for her ar-
ticles on breadmaking, shows how
simple it is for the beginner, as
well as the experienced cook, to
make good bread.
AND THE MOON WAS FULL,
by Hugh McCutcheon. At the age
of twenty-eight John Ingram felt
he was finished, at least in Inver-
dow, a town on the northeast coast
of Scotland where he had built up
a successful law practice. No one
would want to consult a lawyer
who, because a jury's verdict of
"not proven" had failed to clear
him, would always be under suspi-
cion of murdering Henry Robinson,
his own law partner.
THE GUNS OF BUCK ELDER,
by Jack Ketchum. Cutbank, Mon-
tana Territory, was without any
question one of the coldest places
in the West. It was also cow coun-
try—in the spring, summer and
autumn, fine cow country, with
abundant water and green grass,
But the winters were hard, so the
loss of even a single cow or cal/
could spell the difference between
survival and disaster to a small
sodbuster.
QUICKSAND, by John Brunner.
The girl walked naked out of no-
where on a winter night and to
psychiatrist Paul Fidler it was as
if one of his own obsessive visions
of disaster took human form, bring-
ing nightmares to life. Of high in-
telligence, she spoke a language no
one could be found to understand.
Most remarkable of all, common-
place objects like clothing and cars
were a mystery to her.
THE TIGERS ARE HUNGRY, by
Charles Early. Released after
thirteen years in a Russian prison,
Captain Peter Haven, USAF, is
consumed by a single purpose;
revenge on a man named Chorapin.
His enemy's constant interrogation
had nearly succeeded in breaking
Haven's mind and spirit, and in
making him admit to war crimes
he had not committed.
January 9, 1948
At the first meeting of the new Fulton City Council
they elected G. J. (Gip) McDade permanent police chief
to serve for two years; re-elected Miss Martha Smith
and James Warren as city clerk and city attorney, re-
spectively; elected R. C. Hutchins as superintendent of
the water works department, and Chief McDade an-
nounced the members of his police force as follows: L.
F. Brown, Ed Brockman, Ray Driscoll, Newton Ruddle
and Earl Gossum.
Elvis J. Stahr, Jr., son of Judge and Mrs. E. J.
Stahr, Sr., of Hickman, is now associate professor of law
at the University of Kentucky, it Was announced today.
Prior to joining the U. K. staff, Stahr was senior asso-
ciate with the Mudge, Stern, Williams and Tucker law
firm of New York City.
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The following committee chairmen were named by
Presideht Garland Merryman, president of the South
Fulton Booster Club: Publicity, Pete Peterson; Civic
Welfare, Milton Counce; Entertainment, Elvis Babb; Fi-
nance, Hugh Barnes; County Welfare, S. A. McDade;
Membership, Ardell Saris.
HELLO WORLD: Mr. and Mrs. Milton Ekum an-
nounce the birth of a daughter, Letha Nell, born Janu-
ary 6 igthe Fulton Hospital.
.Miss Ruby Gordon Fuzzell, daughter of Mrs S. E.
Bruce and the late James L. Fuzzell, became the bride
of James C. Bowman, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Bowman
of Wadesboro, N. C., December 26, in the Philippines.
The ceremony was solenmized in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul D. Sliriver in Quizon City, Philippines with
Rev. Eugene A. Hessel officiating. Mrs. Bowman was
formerly of Fulton and attended Fulton High School. At
the time of her marriage she was serving as a member
of the War Damage Commission staff in the Philippines.
Mrs. H. H. Bugg entertained the Tuesday night
bridge club at her home on Cedar Street. Two tables of
members enjoyed progressions of contract, Mrs Charles
Rice being awarded high score prize.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Brown announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Marileen
Brown, to Aron J. McGough, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert McGough of Water Valley. The wedding will take
place January 16 in Milan, Tenn.
Lynnville: The storm we had the 31st of December
did a lot of damage in this county. Lighting killed a pair
of fine mules for Charlie Parham of Bayersville.
A lot of people are moving and getting'settled for
their year of 1949. Places are hard to find.
West State Line: The storm Wednesday night did
quite a lot of damage, blowing off the roof of Raymond
Gambill's smoke house, the hay racks of David Nugent
and several pieces of tin from buildings on farms in
and around here.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Olive, who have to move to their
new home on the Hillman Collier place, are being held
up because of their son being sick.
Austin Springs: Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis have
moved to the Rube Vincent farm, vacated by Mr. and









































































































































































Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
Our Kentucky holiday began wo'
a party. Mr. and Mrs. Rbss Todd
gave a green and white ball at the
Louisville Country Club for her
daughter, Frances Dulaney. Ross
Todd's father, Jouett, was Repub-
lican National Committeemen for
Kentucky for many years and did
so much to hold the Republican
party together in the 1930's and
1940's. While Jouett was away clur
ing the last war, his wife, Dottie.
was National Committeewoman
and I know that there are many of
you that remember them well. My
husband told me it was in those
years that he and Jouett Todd
worked to build the Republican
party in the Third District, Jeffe-.
son County, and in the Republic,
district where John lives, now the
Fifth - to hold the two districts to-
gether as the base upon which a
steadily growing party could be
built. A concept whose success in
the last twenty years was proven
true.
I know Washington debutante
parties because of my nieces, but
had never been to one in Louisville.
This party was one of the prettiest
and gayest that I can remember.
As it was the first of the Christmas
parties the debutantes looked par-
ticularly fresh and pretty in their
long white or green dresses - many
of them wearing long white gloves.
Their fathers wore white ties and
tails, but most of the boys were in
dinner jackets. I spotted one or two
wearing white, turtle neck sweaters
which look to me like undershirts,
but are very popular with the
younger set. There was a good
mixture of different ages, with the
tebutantes and their friends in the
majority which is the way it should
be. Often in Washington, parents
get so carried away by having a
AST MA
FAST RELIEF! Terrifying Spasms of Bron-
chial Asthma relieved quickly (usually
within 1 minute) with NEPHRON Inhalant.
Even ths most stubborn cases respond.
Regardless of what you have tried SI
how hopeless your case, NEPHR03 could
answer your need with amaziryt result*
See your Drug is for NEPHRO,'.








MRS JOHN SHERMAN COOPER
party that they enjoy that you can
hardly see the young people.
There were two bands - one im-
ported from Cincinanti that played
regular dance music, alternating
with a rock and roll group which
would send the parents back to the
tables, while the debs and their
partners were a joy to watch. The
big ballroom wet lined with real
Christmas trees that made a mar-
velous background for the white
and green dresses.
The next day we went to Somer-
set where all of the Coopers were
reunited for Christmas.
As we enter the New Year we
think of many things past - of fam-
ilies, the kindness and help of
friends such as you, the sadness of
Jisappointments which come to all
of us, the hope for the future to do
and be better, to help others, peace
for our young men and our country.
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
January 12: Deborah Hodges,
Milford Jobe; January 13: Judy
Connell; January 14: Richard Fry,
Rev. W. W. Kitterman, Mike Mor-
gan, Ed Neeley;
January 15: Mrs. Jack Speight,
Edward Reams, June Vetter; Jan-
uary 16: Richard A. Bodker, Greg
Veneklasen; January 17: Susan
Tegethoff; January 18: Dianne
Frields, Paula Long.
VARIOUS NATIONALITIES
Immigrants of Spanish, French,
English, Scotch, Irish and German
descent all played important roles
in the original exploration, settle-
ment and development of Louisville.
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Hide away In a luxurious chalet as our
12 acres ... adjacent to the Municipal
Airport. There's tennis and shuffle beard
courts ends swimming pool. Yon% love
your "honeyroose, complete with pa&
Or balcony, gift bottle of Mammas
and snack in your' room. Mooch a corm
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CALA. 1114426-8800
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LEGISLATIVE LEADERS—Elected to top offices in the Senate for the 1968
General Assembly are (top row, left to right) : Sen. Richard Frymire, D-Madi-
sonville, Majority Leader; Sen. William Sullivan, D-Henderson, President Pro
Tern; Sen. Wendell Van Hoose, R-Tutor Key, Minority Leader. Elected to office
for the House of Representatives are (bottom, left to right) : Rep. Fred H. Mor-
gan, D-Paducah, Majority Leader; Rep. Julian N. Carroll, D-Paducah, Speaker;
and Rep. Don Ball, R-Lexington, Minority Leader.
"Kentucky Building" In Bowling Green
House; Unique Collection Of Lore
There's a special attraction for
visitors, to the Western University
campus in Bowling Green, Ken-
tucky. It's the Kentucky Building
that houses all areas and phases of
the history of Kentucky and Ken-
tuckians.
The Kentucky Building, dedicated
in 1930, was the dream of its
founder, Dr. Henry Hardin Cherry.
Dr. Cherry visualized the Georgian-
Colonial building's library and mu-
seum serving Kentuckians as a his-
torical laboratory.
The library section now contains
over 20,000 volumes of Kentucky
history plus a fascinating range of
objects and collections. There's an
invitation to an 1827 Christmas ball
in Versailles, Kentucky, an 1816
dictionary and the original letters
of a former slave. Other collections
Include the original manuscript of
Janice Holt Giles' "The Believers,"
a novel based on the Shaker Colony
at South Union near Bowling Green,
and a collection of diaries and
house journals from the same
colony.
The entire library is devoted to
Kentucky anli its history. Included
in its possessions are copies of all
the Jesse Stuart books, the Rice
collections of published works,
manuscripts and memorabilia of
Alice began Rice and Cale Young
Rice.
New volumes and editions are
added to the library regularly. Re-
cent acquisitions are papers that
cover more than 200 years of Ken-
tucky and Virginia history, the Wil-
liam Temple collection., oL Ken-
tucky governors' autographs and
the Courtney Ellis collection that
contains several hundred pictures
of river boats that plied the Ken-
tucky rivers.
The museum section displays
more than 1,000 specimens of Ken-
tucky animals, birds and insects,
in addition to the well-known Brash-
er Bacon collection of oology, a
scale model of a coal mine and the
Kentucky Birth Certificates
Are Available In Frankfort
The Kentucky Department of
Health believes that every Ken-
tuckian should know how to obtain
a copy of his birth certificate.
Persons born in Kentucky should
apply to the Department's Office of
Vital Statistics at Frankfort.
If your birth is not recorded and
you are older than 18, you must
submit affidavits and documentary
evidence verifying the date and
place of your birth.
You will need affidavits from two
persons who are at least 10 years
older than you, persons who re-
member when and where you were
born. One affidavit must be from a
relative and one from a non-rela-
tive.
In addition, you must submit one
item of documentary evidence.
Older citizens who cannot find
friends or relatives 10 years older
than they are may substitute an
item of documentary evidence for
each of the affidavits. Acceptable
documentary evidence would in-
duct record of birth in a family
Bible, a baptismal or school census
Conley Given
Master Award
Franklin County farmer Dan
Conley has won the State's Master
Conservationist award.
Governor Louie B. Nunn present-
ed the award to Conley. who was
nominated by the Franklin County
Soil Conservation District board of
supervisors for complItting more
than 90 per cent of a conservation
plan.
The plan included planting of
seedlings, preservation and main-
tenance of wildlife areas, pasture
renovation and contour strip crop-
ping. Conley donated one acre of
his 411-acre farm near Switzer for
a Boy Scout camp.
The award is given by the Gov-. .
ernor, the State Department of Na-
tural Resources ,and the Kentucky
Soil and Water Conservation Com-
mission.
record, a marriage license applica-
tion, an insurance policy, or physi-
cian's office record.
The Department says people 18
and under without birth certificates
are a minor problem. Some babies
are born at home and their births
are not always properly registered,
according to the Department.
The agency says that for a child
up to seven years old whose birth
was not recorded, a birth certifi-
cate will be accepted for registra-
tion if it contains the bona fide
signature of the attending physician
or midwife.
For a person of 7-17 years, docu-
mentary evidence of birth need only
be dated three years prior to the
filing date. A school census record,
plus affidavits of a relative and a
nonrelative would be sufficient to
obtain the birth certificate.
With every application for a
birth certificate, a fee of $2 should
be enclosed to cover the cost of
issuing a certified copy of the cer-
tificate or a search of the files if
no record is found.
Tobacco Allotment
May Be Leased Or
Sold, ASCS Says
Any farmer who is interested in
selling or leasing his 1968 Dark Air-
Cured or Fire-Cured Tobacco Allot-
ment may register this acreage
with the Fulton County ASCS Office.
This listing will be made available
to anyone desiring to secure acre-
age. _
Anyone desiring furtbefinforma
tion should contact the Fulton
County ASCS Office, 701 Moscow,
Hickman, Kentucky, by telephone
No. 1136-2084, or by contacting any
member of the Fulton county ASCS
Committee.
Thought For Today
What did the people who lived
bark 41 1912 dc for excitinent?
— Christian Science Mellor,
bones of a prehistoric Kentucky In-
dian.
As a part of the university's
landscaping plan, native trees and
shrubs are planted around the
building. All trees are labeled for
convenient identification. The Ken-
tucky Building's director, Miss
Julia Neal, is found of the autumn
foliage of a Kentucky coffee tree
that towers even higher than the
three-story building.
There is no admission charge for
either museum or library. Visiting
hours are 9-5 Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday; 9-9 Thurs-
day; 9-4 Saturday; 2-4 Sunday
(museum only). During university
vacations the museum is closed,
but the library is open on a limited
schedule.
Bowling Green is located on US
highways 68 and 231 about 30 miler
southwest of Mammoth Cave Na-
tional Park.
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Farmers Will Receive Reports
Of '67 Payments, 'Bard Says
Farmers will benefit from a new
reporting service which has been
inaugurated by AS, Roy Bard,
Chairman of the Fulton ASC County
Committee announced today. A re-
port of payments made to each
farmer under ACP, cotton, feed
grain, wheat, and other direct pay-
ment programs during 1967 will be
mailed to the farmer during the
latter part of January. This report
is expected to be helpful in pre-
paring individual income tax re-
turns. The same information must
also be furnished to the Internal
Revenue Service in Accordance
with a requirement of law.
It is estimated that over three
million farmers will receive this
report, he said. This information is
being gathered from county offices
and summarized by computers lo-
cated at New Orleans and Kansas
City. The reports are being printed
by the computers and mailed direct
to farmers. A job of this size could
not be completed without an auto-
mated system, added Mr. Bard.
Since this is the first year for a
service of this magnitude, there are
bound to be a few problems. He
suggested that farmers carefully
read the explanation on the report
and check the accuracy of the total
reported by comparing it with (aria
records. If an error is discovered,
the nearest ASCS county office
should be contacted to have the
mistake corrected. County offices
have been instructed to give farm-
ers whatever assistance they need
regardless of where the farm is lo-
cated.
Miss Jane Murchison, Jesse Lee
Jones Exchange Vows December 30
The sanctuary of the First Meth-
odist Church in Fulton, Kentucky
was the setting for the wedding of
Miss Jane Murchison of Route 1,
Fulton, to Jesse Lee Jones of Route
1, Clinton, at twelve o'clock noon
Saturday. December thirtieth, nine-
teen hundred sixty-seven.
Rev. George Comes, pastor, of-
ficiated at the double-ring cere-
mony.
Preceding the ceremony, nuptial
music was presented by Mrs. C. E.
Benedict, Jr. organist.
Bouquests of large white mums
were in the church's brass urns
and two white mums, with candle-
light satin bows, were on the altar
rail to mark the site of the ex-
change of vows.
Dudley Jones, III, brother of the
groom, lighted the candles and also
served as best man.
Given in marriage by her father,
the bride wore a street-length white
wool knit dress with a jewel neck-
line and long sleeves. The neck
and sleeves were trimmed with a
dainty ruffled edging. Her hat was
a white satin pilbox, with a match-
ing bow and a silk illusion veil. Her
only jewelry was a gift diamond
lavaliere. Her bridal bouquet was
a white orchid and lilies of the val-
ley.
Miss Vicki Murchison, sister of
the bride, was maid of honor. She
wore an azalea red wool knit dress,
with a matching pilbox hat, and her
corsage was white chrysanthe-
mums.
Following a buffet reception at
the home of the bride's parents, the
couple left for a southern wedding
trip. The bride wore a green wool
plaid suit, with a matching green
hat and the orchid from her bridal
bouquet. The couple will continue
their educations at the University
of Kentucky.
Those attending the wedding and
reception were the immediate fam-
ilies and several close friends.
Classes Begin At
UK Next Wednesday
Classes for the Spring semester
at the University of Kentucky will
begin Wednesday, January 17.
Many students will return to the
campus the weekend of January
14, however, since registration will
begin the following day.
The semester will end on May 11,
with commencement exercises
scheduled for May 13. Spring va-
cation will be March 16-24.
S. P. MOORE & CO.













Luxurious room with two double beds
for 3 days (2 niies) AND your choice
of delicious foods and cocktails
Per Person $24.502 To A Room
Near all the theatres, shops and fun spots in Downtown Louis-
ville, you'll like the supreme comfort and luxury that surrounds you
at Stouffer's Louisville Inn.
Dance to the rhythm of the Derbytown Pipers in our 12th floor
restaurant while enjoying the panoramic view of the city and the
Indiana shore . while away lazy hours in a "June in January"
atmosphere of the indoor swimming pool ... enjoy the steaming
vapors of the free Sauna Bath . . sip cocktails in our newly-created
piano bar and lounge near the first floor dining rooms. Have a ball
this weekend by making a reservation now—todayl
You save 21% from regular
rates thru Weekend Special
Package Plan
newest, most mains pine Is LaidigSto erS
LOUISVILLE INN
120 W. Broadway • For Reservations, Phone 582-2241
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Judy Wilmath, FCHS, Wins Essay For January Term
Contest; James McCarthy Second Of County Court
Miss Judy Wilmath, senior at
Fulton County High, has been
lamed winner of the 1967 Soil Con-
servation Essay Contest. The con-
test is sponsored annually by the
Fulton County Soil Conservation
District and the Courier Journal,
Louisville Times, WHAS - and
WHAS-TV and State Dept. of Edu-
cation. Miss Wilmath is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wilmath,
who reside at Route 4, Hickman.
Subject for 1967 was, "Forest
Conservation-Its Effect on my Com-
munity." Miss Wilmath will receive
a beautiful wood plaque, signifying
her achievement along with a $25
U. S. Saving Bond. Her essay has
been forwarded to State level to be
judged for top prizes in the contest.
State awards are U. S. Saving
Bonds in the amount of $500- 1st
place, $200- 2nd place and $100 -
3rd place.
James McCarthy, a junior at Ful-
ton City High School placed second
in the contest. He will receive
$7.50 for 2nd place County winner
plus $5.00 as the 1st place winner
in 11th grade competition.
The Fulton County Soil Conser-
vation District awarded cash prizes
of $5.00 for 1st and $2.50 for 2nd
place in all grades 6 thru 12. Com-
plete list of winners, grades, and
schools:
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
January 10:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mr. and Mrs. Garvis Holley,
Mrs. 011ie Hale, B. 0. Crocker,
Mrs. Ray Hunter, C. R. Copeland,
Fulton; Curtis McAlister, Mrs.
William Duncan, Mrs. Marlene
Bramlett, Mrs. James Lucy, John
Douglas, Terry Pulley, Mrs. John
Britt, Robert Wilson, Mrs. James
Kell, Deane Reece, South Fulton;
Mrs. Billie Griggs, Mrs. Beulah
Humphrey, Clinton; John Henson,
Route 2, Clinton; Charlie Blaylock,
Dukedom; Euwin Rowland, Pilot
Oak; Mrs. William Foy, Lynnville;
Mike Corrado, Bruceton; Charlie
Toon, St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs.
Harry George, Paducah.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. J. N. Wooten, Mrs. Joyce
Bell, Mrs. Dorothy Martin, Mrs.
Billy Moss, Mrs. Harvey Pewitt, A.
D. Robertson, Mrs. Bertha Lowery,
Mrs. Alice Hunt, Mrs. Ruby Breed-
en, Mrs. Clyde Williams, Sr.,
Llewellyn Webb, Fulton; Mrs.
Lydia Henderson, Mrs. Datha Gore,
Mrs. Jim Olds, Clarence Stunson,
Clarence Chamberlain, Mrs. Mary
Rafferty, Rainey Cavitt, Gardner
Whitlock, South Fulton; John Wilk-
erson, Mrs. Callie Walker, Fort
Dillon, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. Hat-
tie Anderson, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs.
Clifton Campbell, Lewis Barnes,
Route 4, Fulton; Clifton Inman,
Mrs. Grace Inman, Route 3, Clin-
ton; Mrs. Lorene Rushing, Martin;
Mrs. Hattie Kimbro, Crutchfield;
Mrs. Artie Wray, Route 1, Crutch-
field; Mrs. Lillian Mullins, Mrs.
Lorene Hart, Mrs. Patty Wilson,
Wingo; Mrs. 011ie Puckett, Voris
Coltharpe, Route 2, Wingo; Mrs.
Katherine Choate, Mrs. Laverne
Morgan, Water Valley; Bernie
Barnes, Route 2, Water Valley;
Owen Faulkner, Route 3, Water
Valley; Webb Brown, Dukedom;
S. C. Cooley, Sam Hayden, Hick-
man; Mrs. Grace Griffin, Union
City; Mrs. Lottie Muscovalley, Co-
lumbus, Ky.; Mrs. Bobby Stephens,
Hickman
JUDY WILMATH
6th grade: let Tony Fields, Hick-
man Elem.; 2nd Carol Ann Cobb,
Riverview.
7th grade: 1st Juli Falkoff, Hick-
man Elem.; 2nd Barry James,
Hickman Elem.
8th grade:, 1st Marian Kay
Graves, Hickman Elem.; 2nd Keith
Menees, Cayce Elem.
9th grade: 1st Carol Cardwell,
Fulton Co. High; 2nd Nancy Taylor,
Fulton Co. High.
10th grade: 1st Patricia Haney,
Fulton Co. High; 2nd Ralph Fitz-
patrick, Fulton Co. High.
Ilth grade: 1st James McCarthy,
Fulton City; 2nd Terry Brown, Ful-
ton Co. High.
12th grade: 1st Judy Wilmath,
Fulton Co.; 2nd Ruth Ann Burnette,
Fulton City.
A total of 383 essays were written
by students in Fulton County and
Fulton City School Systems.
Beef Cattle Short
Course To Be At
Village Jan. 23
Dr. Bernard Jones, Dr. Ray
Gray, both University of Kentucky
Beef Cattle Specialists, and Jim
Edwards, Purchase Area Forage
Specialist will be the speakers at a
Beef Cattle Short Course to be held
at the Kentucky Dam Village audi-
torium on Tuesday, January 23rd
starting at 9:30 a. m. The program
will close at approximately 3:30
p. m.
Topics to be discussed are: Eco-
nomics of a Forage Production
Program for a Profitable Beef En-
terprise, The Need for Performance
Testing and Interpretation of Re-
cords, Protein Supplement in Beef
Rations, and Advantages or Disad-
ventages of Cross Breeding in Beef
Cattle.
After the above topics have been
presented, a panel consisting of
some of the outstanding cattlemen
in Western Kentucky will discuss.
"Profitable Beef Production."
The purpose of the panel is to
give beef producers an opportunity
to ask questions and try to give
those in attendance good informa-
tion from a practical standpoint.
Anyone interested in the produc-
tion of beef cattle is urged and in-
vited to attend.
NOTICE
All delinquent city taxes will be publish-
ed in the paper January 22 or thereabouts,
1968.
Unpaid delinquent taxes will be filed in
Chancery Court February 1, 1968.
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON
MURRAY STATZ PRESIDENT—
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Kentucky's
superintendent of public instruction
forth, last four years, has been ap-
pointed the 5th president of Murray
State University, Murray, Ky. On
Jan. 5 the board of regents unanim-
ously chose Sparks to succeed Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, who has been
Murray's president for 7/ years.
Dr. Woods is taking a terminal
leave of absence and will officially
retire June 30, Dr. Sparks, the head
of Murray State's education depart-
mint before running for public of-
fice, has already assumed his new
duties.
Huge Show Of Farm Machinery
Opens In Louisville Feb. 14
Six-and-a-half acres of the most
modern farm equipment, products
and techniques will be on display
at the National Farm Machinery
Show, February 14-17, at the Ken-
tucky Fair and Exposition Center
in Louisville.
Only in its third year, it already
has become one of the largest win-
ter indoor farm machinery shows
in North America. More than 85,860
people from 23 states and Canada
attended the 1967 show.
More than 160 exhibitors, includ-
ing 40 new ones, will display pro-
ducts that would reach into every
aspect of almost any type of farm.
visitors will be able to see every-
'King from plowing and planting
units, silos and cement mixers to
hybrid seed, fertilizer and chemi-
cals.
The University of Kentucky and
Purdue University will exhibit ex-
perimental equipment and farm-
ing techniques.
Two new features this year are
the demonstration arena, where ex-
hibitors can show and tell visitors
about their products, and the "Cir-
cle of Power," a special display of
futuristic farming produced by the
show's management and several
top machinery companies.
The Kentucky Fair and Exposi-
tion Center, home of the show, is
within a day's drive of 68 per cent
of the nation's population.
It lies at the junction of two
expressways. Visitors will find
parking space for 27,000 cars out-
side and the National Farm Ma-
chinery Show on one floor inside.
During Farm Machinery Show
dates, the Sport, Boat and Vacation
Show will have on exhibit at the
Center camping and sports equip-
ment, boats and displays by vaca-
tion spots. The Mason-Dixon Games
will feature top track stars from
colleges across the United States
and Kentucky high schools on the
best indoor track in the country.
Complimentary tickets to the Na-
tional Farni Machinery Show are
available at many machinery deal-
erships or by writing to: Tickets,
National Farm Machinery Show,
Kentucky Fair and Exposition Cen-
ter, P. 0. Box 17125, Louisville,
Kentucky 40217.
CLARK'S HOME
The home of George Rogers
Clark, Locust Grove, a classic
brick house on Blankenbaker Lane
in Louisville, has been restored





Master Sergeant Ernest F. Dun-
nagan, whose wife, Delia, is the
daughter of Mrs. Ida ColF hf Hick-
man, Ky., is a member of an Air
Defense Command (ADC) unit
which recently accomplished a
dramatic first in air defense
tactics.
The sergeant is a legal technician
in the 328th Fighter Wing at Rich-
ards-Gebaur AFB, Mo. The 328th
flew four supersonic F-106 Delta
Dart fighter-interceptors nonstop
from Kansas iCty, Mo., to Elmen-
dorf AFB, Alaska.
The 2,800-mile flight marked the
first time aerial refueling was used
in deploying the 1,400-mile per hour
fighters outside of the continestal
United States.
The special training mission
demonstrated ADC's ability to pro-
vide increased defense of the U. S.
The F-106s were refueled in flight
by Strategic Air Command KC-135
Stratotankers,
Sergeant Dunnagan is a veteran
of World War II and the Korean
War. He has also served in Viet-
nam.
GO IV CHURCH SUNDAY
NOTICE TO SOUTH FULTON RESIDENTS
James Hickman, South Fulton City Manager announces today that effective Monday,
January 15, that the garbage pick up day s in South Fulton will be changed as fol-
lows.
MONDAY: Business District and Section III
Boundaries - North - East State Line
West - I. C. R. R.
East - Corporate Limits
TUESDAY: Section 6
Boundaries - North - Collinwood
South - McKinney Road
East - Orchard Drive
West - Highway 45E
WEDNESDAY: Section 2 and Business District
Boundaries - North - State Line
South - I. C. R. R. Spur Track
East - I. C. R. R.
West - I. C. R. R.
Or
THURSDAY: Section 1
Boundaries - North - State Line
South - I. C. R. R.
East - I. C. R. R.
West - I. C. R. R.
FRIDAY: Section 4 and Business District
Boundaries - North - I. C. R. R. Spur Track
South - Collinwood
East - I. C. R. R.
West - Harris Road
SATURDAY: Section 5
Boundaries - North - Collinwood
South - Corporate Limits
East - Highway 45E
West - Harris Road
If you are not sure which section you are in please check the map.
Print s how:
MM.
The following jurors have been
drawn for January court:
Richard Browder, Mrs. Carl Hay-
nes, Flynn Powell, Mrs. John Blln-
coe, Frances Clack (Reeder),
James 0. Brown, J. J. Hollis, Gor-
don Henderson, Jimmie Wright,
Mary H. Prather, Charles Gregory,
Lejeune Holly, Mrs. B. W. Posey,
James King, Joe D. Dillon;
S. L. Willingham, Martha Mahan,
Mrs. Neal Little, Mrs. Smith
Brown, E. L. Merryman, Paul
Hamblen, Robert J. Lamb, Mrs.
Harold Williamson, Mrs. Richard
Adams, Mrs. Charles E. Adams,
Mrs. Fred Stokes, Jr., Johnson Hill,'
Charles R. Bennett, -Mrs. Robert
Thompson, Russell Brown;
Carl H. Cagle, Clarice Thorpe,
Ruth Scott, Guy Heatheock, Lawson
Roper, Mrs. Martin Corder, Mrs.
Kenneth Turner, Roy Bard, Donald
R. Cochrum, Charles Burgess,
Barney Speight, Clyde Williams,
Jr., David N. Nugent, Mrs. Robert
Rudolph, Mrs. Claude Freeman;
Mrs. Carley Glaser, Wesley
King, Mca. Vancy Cox, Charles
Lattus, J. W. Shelton, Mrs. Donald
Mabry, Maurice Bondurant, Mrs.
Annie Lynch, Mrs. Joe T. Johnson,
Earl Taylor, Hubert Wilkins, Phil-
lip Grissom, Mrs. Peggy M. Taylor,




More than 250 rural people in
Carlisle, Fulton and Hickman
Counties have new or vastly im-
proved homes as a result of $658,510
in insured loan funds advanced
through the Farmers -Home Admin-
istration in the past two years,
Raymond E. Hogue, local director
of the supervised credit agency, re-
ported today.
Approximately $336,470 was ad-
vanced in 1967.
"Before the days when we had
access to private sources of credit,
we loaned about $50,000 a year,"
Mr. Hogue said.
The rural housing program was
greatly expanded in 1965 when, as
a part of President Lyndon John-
son's efforts to strengthen rural
America, the financing of the loans
was switched from federal to pri-
vate funds.
Practically all of the rural hous-
ing loan funds now come from pri-
vate sources on an insured basis.
Nearly $858,510 of the amount
loaned during the past two years
went to individual families.
Typical of the homes built during
the past year is that of Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Y. Wilson and their
four children on Highway 288 in
Hickman County.
Farmers Home Administration
loans are made to applicants unable
to obtain credit elsewhere. The pro-
gram is tailored to individual needs
and loans are accompanied by
technical assistance from the Car-
lisle-Fulton-Hickman County. Of-
fice, located in the Federal Build-




have four more days to harvest
geese, though the duck season is
now closed. Certain other seasons
—rabbit, quail, grouse and fur-
bearers—remain open, according to
the latest word from the Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife Resour-
ces.
The season for taking ducks clos-
ed Jan. 7, but the taking season for
geese continues through Jan. 14.
The upland game season continues
through Jan. 31. The bag limit for
rabbits remains at six per day and
12 in possession after two or more
days of hunting. The daily limit of
quail is 10 per day with a posses-
sion limit of 20.
Grouse hunting continues through
Feb. 28; the daily limit is four
with a possession limit of eight.
The season for taking furbearers
continues through Jan. 31.
A reminder to all sportsmen who
have not yet obtained their 1968
hunting or fishing licesses—these
are now required for persons who
follow such sports. They may be
bought from local county clerks as
well as from many sporting gooas
dealers throughout the state,
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reens Turn Defeat into Victory,
Win 1967 State 4-H Awards
"To lose without crying, win
without bracing and make the
best better"— this is the most
valuable lesson to be gained
from 4-H Club work, says a
Parksville youth.
Tommy J.ckson ought to
know. He and two other 4-H'ers
turned defeat into victory—ex-
pense-paid trips to the recent
National 4-H Club Congress in













Inc. In seven years of project
work, Jackson increased his
yield from 85 to 126.4 bushels
of corn per cre, equaling the
top corn production of adult
farmers in his county. But his
personal goal is 140 bushels per
acre, so Jackson is still striving
to attain that yield.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Jackson. The youth has
also won top awards in horti-
culture.
Kenneth Hisel, 15, of George-
town, was almost defeated in
the first week of his 4-H career
—his 4-H calf died one week
after he bought it. But his
father dried his tears and put
a camera in his hands. Young
Hisel used it to win top honors
in the photography program,
sponsored by Eastman Kodak
Company.
Mel Miss Tate
Hisel has presented blue rib-
bon photography exhibits in
state fair competition for five
successive years. He is sports
photographer for his local news-
paper and has also done com-
mercial photography. His par-
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
HiseL
Linda Tate, 18, of Shepherds-
is winner in the home
improvement program spon-
sored by The S&H Foundation,
Inc. Now a student at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky majoring
in home economics, Miss Tate
has a long list ^f. 4-H successes
to her credit
In 1966 she was selected the
outstanding 4-H girl in Bullitt
County and was a member of
a People to People Goodwill
Tour of Europe. As part of her
home improvement project she
has painted walls; refinished
chairs, tables and a chest; made
drapes, pillows, closet acces-
sories and a bedspread.
Her one discouraging mo-
ment occurred when she tried
to antique a table and chair.
"It just did not satisfy me," she
recalled. However, she kept
working on it until she merited
a blue ribbon at the county fair.
Deaths
Ellis McCord
Ellis Wilson McCord died in the
Fulton Hospital last Thursday,
January 4, following a heart at-
tack suffered while he was at work.
Funeral services were held Sun-
day, December 7, in White-Ranson
Funeral Home chapel in Union City,
by Lexie Ray, minister of the Ex-
change Street Church of Christ, in
Union City, assisted by Frank L.
Caldwell. Burial was in Eastview
Cemetery, Union City.
Mr. McCord, 55, a resident of
Route 4, Hickman, was born in
Davidson County, Tenn., the son of
Mrs. Mayme Ola Overby McCord
and the late Horace Elton McCord.
He had been employed by Brown
Shoe Company at Union City for 30
years. He was a veteran of World
War II and was a member of the
Exchange Street Church of Christ.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Burline Taylor McCord; one son,
Fred McCord, who resides at home;
his mother, Mrs. H. E. McCord,
two brothers, Billy Joe McCord
and Bobby Glenn McCord, of Route
3, Fulton, and two sisters, Miss
Lola Mae McCord of McConnell
and Mrs. Moulton Gambill of Ho-
bart, Ind.
Josephine Maynard
Mrs. Josep'iine Maynard died
Sunday, January 7, in the Obion
County General Hospital, following
a long illness.
Funeral services were held Tues-
day morning, January 9, in Horn-
beak Funeral Home chapel, with
Rev. Lawrence Smithmier officiat-
ing. Burial was in Chapel Hill
Cemetery.
Mrs. Maynard, 81, was born in
Humboldt, Tenn., but had lived in
the Chapel Hill community moat of
her life. She had been a patient in
Obion County Rest Home for about
fifteen months. She was the widow
of Eugene Maynard, who preceded
her in death in 1928.
Surviving are three sons, Com-
modore Maynard of Tampa, Fla.,
Maurice Maynard of Ferndale,
Mich., Horace Maynard of Fulton;
four daughters, Mrs. Nora Shields
of Fulton, Mrs. Margaret Fitz-
patrick of -Union City, Mrs. Celia
Harper of Detroit, Mrs. Dora
Marsh of Charlotte, Tenn., twenty-
three grandchildren and several
great grandchildren.
Mrs. J. L. Coleman
Funeral services for Mrs. ,I, L.
Coleman were held in Ford's Fun-
eral Home chapel in Center Line.
Michigan, on Friday, December 22,
1987, with Rev. Harold Poiltharp
officiating. Buris,1 was in Forest
Lawn Cemetery in Detroit.
Mrs. Coleman, 66, died on De-
cember 20.
She was the former Mrs. Carrie
A. Henley.
Surviving are her husband, J. L.
Coleman of Center Line: three
daughters. Mrs. Carlene Fields of
Wing°, Mrs. Roma Adams of De-
troit, and Mrs, Estella Goodwin of
Center Line,
Lawrence D. Brown
Lawrence Donoho Brown, known
to his friends as L. D., died sud-
denly from a heart attack in Mem-
phis Monday, January 8.
Funeral services were held Wed-
nesday, January 10, in the Memphis
Funeral Home, with burial also in
Memphis.
Mr. Brown, 50, was a former
Fultonian, the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Brown, and was
a graduate of Fulton High School.
Surviving are his wife; two dau-
ghters; one sister, Mrs. Forrest
Pogue of Washington, D. C., seven
grandchildren. He was a nephew of
Lester Brown and Mrs. Ernest
Brady of Fulton.
Oscar Carl Tibbs
Oscar Carl Tibbs died in the Ful-
ton Hospital on January 9, follow-
ing a lengthy illness.
Funeral services will be held in
Jackson Funeral Home at Duke-
dom, but arrangements were in-
cOmplete at press time.
Mr. Tibbs, 76, was born in Graves
County, the son of the late Jim and
Fonzie Johnson Tibbs.
He was a retired farmer.
He is survived by one son, Bert
Tibbs, Route 2, Dukedom; one dau-
ghter, Mrs. Roy Sullivan of May-
field; one brother, Boone Tibbs of
Detroit, and three sisters, Mrs.
Newman Croft of Fulton, Mrs. .7. C.
Davis of Memphis and Miss Maude
Tibbs of Hopkinsville. His wife
preceded him in death.
Mrs. Edna Browder
Funeral services for Mrs. Edna
Browder were held Tuesday, Jan-
uary 9, in Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel, with Rev. W. W. Kitterman,
pastor of the Cumberland Presby-
terian Church, officiating. Burial
was in Fairview Cemetery.
Mrs. Browder, Fulton's oldest
citizen, having obServed her 100th
birthday on October 5, 1967, died
early Sunday morning, January 7.
Her death was unexpected, al-
though she had not been well for
several days.
She was born in Obion County,
the daughter of the late Zachary
and Sallie Baucom Ramsey, and
was the widow of Enoch Browder,
who, with his brother, the late Joe
Browder, founded Browder Milling
Company in Fulton. She was a
member of the Cumberland Presby-
terian Church.
' Surviving are two grandchildren,
Enoch Jack Browder of Bartles-
ville, Oklahoma, and Mrs. Miriam
Johnston of Washington, D. C., and
six great grandthildren.
HORSE MUSEUM
The American Saddle Horse Mu-
seum)near Lexington has a world-
famous carriage collection and also
a collection of horse pictures and
paintings, trophies, saddles, harn-
esses, famous horseshoes and other
gear. It is on Spindletop Farm on
the Ironworks Road.
End Of Vietnam War Depends On People At Home--Admiral Sharp
The United States must continue
bombing and "stand firm in Viet-
nam" to keep all Southeast Asia
from falling to the communists, as-
serts Admiral U. S. G. Sharp, Com-
mander in Chief of all American
forcea there and in the Padific.
"We cannot back out of Vietnam
without invalidating our position as
a world leader," says Admiral
Sharp in an interview with David
Reed of the Reader's Digest in the
magazine's January issue.
Admiral Sharp says there are
ample proofs of "naked aggression
from North Vietnam" and that
there are now 50,000 to 60,000 North
Vietnamese troops in South Viet-
nam. He favors continued bombing.
"We should not cut back," he
says. "We must keep the pressure
on North Vietnam, and I think the
bombing is doing that quite effec-
ttively. It has destroyed or curtail-
ed important industries—electric
power, petroleum, iron, steel, ce-
ment."
Admiral Sharp is against a ces-
sation of bombing even for ne-
gotiation. "What we need to do in-
stead" he says "is to keep right on
bombing while we negotiate. That's
the way to get this thing over fast-
est. No communist has ever been
brought to a bargaining table by
taking the pressure off him."
A key to the question of how long
the war will last Admiral Sharp
says is the determination of our
people back home. "The fact that
many people in the United States
have made statements showing a
lack of determination" he says "is
probably misinterpreted by the
communists as indicating that a
majority of Americans are not de-
termined to see this thing through.
This is not true. Unfortunately,
however, such statements lead the
communists to think that they can
win.. ."
Admiral Sharp says there is "no
stalemate" and that the South Viet-
nam economic situation and army
are improving and that the war can
be won.
"Nation-building takes a lot of
time," he eexplains. " . . . but
we continue what we're doing ir
South Vietnam, continue our air at
tacks in North Vietnam, keep tht
pressure on—step it up a littlt
maybe—then I think the North Viet
namese will eventually realize tha'
they can't win in the South an
that they're getting beaten up ti
their own country. At that point
they're going to have to decich
either to fade away or to negotiate
Almost as good as 'Tresh Perked"
It IS Fresh Perked!
The Fulton Shopper goes swinging up and down the streets of Fulton and
Clinton . . . up and down the highways and byways of EVERY SINGLE MAIL
ROUTE IN THE ENTIRE FULTON TRADE AREA every week of the year,
Full of "Fresh - Perked" buys in merchandise and services.
The Shopper is Fulton's "FRESH-PERKED" paper . . . live, newsy
and delivered into the mailbox each week, right on schedule. Six-thousand, two
hundred mailboxes, to be exact and thit means it reaches twenty-five thousand
-
pairs of eyes.
The FULTON SHOPPER Is published Niels week by THE NEWS
SS Commercial, Pullen.
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UT-Martin Will Compile "Youth
Problems In Northwest Tennessee"
January - A federal grant of
i4,525 for a "Demonstration Pro-
ject for the Identification and Reso-
lution of Youth Problems in North-
west Tennessee" has been awarded
The University of Tennessee at
Wartin, Chancellor Archie R. Dykes
innounced Monday.
The grant will be matched by the
University, bringing the total cost
of the project to $9,050.
Sponsored under Title I (Com-
munity Service and Continuing
Education Programs) of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, the project
.s designed specifically to serve the
individuals in nine counties who
work with youth.
James E. Hadden, UTM assistant
professor of education, will serve
as the project director.
The project is designed to ac-
complish two objectives:
I. To complete and publish a So-
cial Service Directory which will
contain a listing of all agencies and
)rganizations working with youth
in Benton, Carroll, Crockett, Dyer,
Gibson, Henry, Lake, Obion and
Weakley counties.
2. To conduct two Youth Oppor-
*Amities Institutes on UTM campus
luring spring 1968 to bring together
personnel from the nine counties
for the purpose of exploring the
problems of serving their youth.
"It is our hope that this project
will provide a valuable service to
young people and those working
with them," Mr. Hadden said.
"Certainly, it should make those
services which are available better
known to all concerned."
"The Social ./Service Directory
will be compile a by contacting by
mail all the,agencies, organizations,
offices or persons in the nine g°un-
ties who deal with youth serv '
Mr. Haddee4xplained.
The reseaich involved in repar-
ing the directory is being c ducted
by J. R. Alewine and M. E. Clark,
UTM sociology professors.
"We will be contacting youth ser-
vices personnel in the South Fulton
area during the month of January,"
Mr. Alewine explained, "to insure
that Obion County is well represent-
ed in the published directory."
Those working on the project em-
phasized this week that cooperation
in supplying information would be
essential in order to insure the suc-
cess of the project. The directory
itself will be published this spring.
OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
FARM SCHOOL STARTS
Last night a large crowd of
.3bion County farmers were present
'or the first session of the 1968
3bion County Farm Management
;chool. During the meeting Frank
JeFriese, Agriculture Economist
'or U. T., covered the rules re-
cently made final by U. S. Secre-
.ary of Labor that limit employ-
nent of youngsters under 16 on
'arms.
Some of ft.. occupations declared
iazardous by U. S. Labor Secre-
ary and therefore prohibit farmers
'rom employing youngsters to do
heir jobs after January 1 include:
vorking with herbicides, pesticides,
ind nitrogen fertilizers; flagman
'or aircraft; driver of truck; operat-
ng or riding on tractor over 20
torsepower; operating self-unload-
ng feed equipment; operating or
iding on dump wagon, etc.; operat-
ng or unclogging combine or hay
ialer; feeding material into rough-
ige blower; operating power-drive
lost hole digger; operating power
Iriven saw; working with timber
iver 6 inches in diameter; working
in ladder over 20 feet high; work-
ng in enclosure with bull or boar.
FERTILIZER MEETING MON-
DAY NIGHT
The farm management school will
continue next Monday night with
Dr. Don Howard, Agronomist,
:rom U. T., speaking on the very
atest developments in fertilizers
ind soil fertility problems,.
What are your plans for Monday
sights in January and February??
if farming is your business, about
he most profitable thing you can
Jo is to attend the Farm Manage-
ment School. Farmers and other
nterested people can enroll or at-
end any meeting they're concerned
with by just being in the cafeteria
at Obion tmunty Central High
School any Monday night 7:00 un-
til 9:00 p. m.
NEW MILKING PARLOR
We always enjoy visiting the very
latest modern milking barns be-
cause we can remember too well
milking cows in barn lots and stalls
of barns. Fred Grasfeder has a
new milking parlor that he is very
justly, proud. Like most of the new
milk barns we've noticed in Obion
County during the last year, he has
a Herringbone type (double 6 or 12
stalls). The milking system is Bou-
Matic and dairymen will notice the
low level glass pipe line system.
Mr. Harold Griffin, the Dairy
Herdsman on Grasfeder Farm, is
also proud of the new barn because
with the new system they are able
to milk 60 cows per hour.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
January 12 - Performance Test-
ed Bull Sale - Brownsville
January 15 - Fertilizer Meeting -
Obion County Central
January 18 - Feeder Pig Sale -
Dresden
Jammry 22 - Inset and Plant Di-
sease Meeting - Obion County Cen-
tral




and "state" were synonymous
(when Kentucky joined the Union in
1792. The term commonwealth goes
back to Oliver Cromell's time,
when Parliament declared that gov-
ernment by a king was unnecessary
and that Britain was a common-
wealth, or a government for the
good of all. At the time of Ken-
tucky's separation from Virginia,


























33. Agreement 39. Large basins
35. Be 42. Neon: chem.
36. Soap 43. Serpent
ingredient 48. Bind
37. Flower 47. Bone: anat.













50. Journey 17. Have
52. Fruit drink 19. Windy
53. Boy's name 21. Brain white
54. Aureole matter
55. Affirmative 22. Aversion
56. Top card 23. Posed
57. Otherwise 26. Sun god
28. Male duck
29. Tools
DOWN 30. Pile for
1. Food fish burning
2. Edible 32. Hardened
fungus 34.In
3. Daddy 38. Bundles
4. Crafty 40. Garret
5. Founded on 41. Relation
6. Relation 43. Remain
7. Also 44. Knot
8. Excuse 45. Before
9. Portal 47. By mouth
10. Spanish 49. Macaw '
"lady" 50. Article
13. Curved part 51. U.S. poet
Clothing Fires Are
Out Of Fashion
The American Medical Asso-
ciation has for many years annu-
ally warned of the dangers inher-
ent in flammable fabrics. There are
many injuries and not a few deaths
every year-mostly in the winter
-from clothing fires.
This winter something new
has been added to this danger-
paper clothing.
Paper clothing-mostly wom-
en's dresses-is so new that as yet
there are few data on the potential
burn dangers.
A top government safety offi-
cial warned recently that people
who wear paper clothing risk
burning themselves if they wear it
near an open flame after it has
been laundered, dry.cleaned, or
worn in a soaking rain.
The Journal of the American
Medical Association reports thae
approximately 2 million persons
annually are burned severely
enough to require medical atten-
tion, and that 100,000 of these re-,.
quire hospital care. About 2,000
Americans die of burns each year.
Far too many of these burn victims
are injured when their clothing
catches fire.
Whether the garment is paper
or cloth, it might ignite if the
wearer gets too close to an open
flame. It's a tempt :ion to huddle
close to a stove or firer...Ice on a
cold , It also can I:a fatal.
Simple firesaeens or protec-
tive shields can eliminate some of
the danger from open ftames.
Check your home today for such
potential hazards. If you find one,
correct it promptly.
Using kerosene or a commer-
cial "fire starter" for the fireplace
or barbecue grill also has potential
hazards. If there are hot coals in
the fireplace or grill, the volatile
liquid may flare up or explode.
especially in a closed room.
Little girls dresses with flimsy,
flaring skirts are obviously a fire
hazard. So are flowing robes and
night gowns. Small boys in their
blue jeans are much safer. But
even jeans will flame up if ignited.
If someone's clothing catches
fire, roll him on the ground or
floor, using a blanket or a rug to
smother the flames. lf the victim
• ..:cs and runs, the lArnes will
E..: .:.en 2 58
Cure Toothaches
Before They Start
In bygone days, some people
believed that kissing a donkey
would cure a toothache. Others
believed that a sprig of parsley
hung around the neck would pre-
vent a toothache. While modern
dentistry has dispelled odd super-
stition], there are still misconcep-
tions about dental health.
During the week of Feb. 4
through 10, the nation will ob-
serve the 20th anniversary of Na-
tional Children's Dental Health
Week. Its purpose is to provide
sound dental health information
to children and parents, and to
remove misconceptions about den-
tal health.
Today, people don't go around
kissing donkeys, but some still be-
lieve that dental caries (decay) -
the cause of a toothache-can be
cured. It can't. Dental decay can
be removed from a tooth and the
tooth filled. And, with proper care
-by cleaning the teeth after meals
and by cutting down on sweets-
the decay possibly won't recur.
Decay can be prevented-not
by parsley, but by fluoridation.
Countless studies of children in
fluoridated communities have
proved that fluoride in the water
prevents decay by abodt 65 per
cent. And, if fluoride is not in the
water, the dentist can either paint
a child's teeth with a fluoride sub-
stance, or he can prescribe dietary
fluorides. The American Dental
Association says some fluoride
toothpastes are recognized as effec-
tive in decay-prevention.





Enrollment in Kentucky colleges
and universities measured up to the
national average in the 1967 fall
term with a 5.7 per cent increase.
Enrollment however failed to
make as large a gain in Kentucky
as it did a year ago when it in-
creased by 10.7 per cent.
This indicates a leveling-off, at
least temporarily, according to Ted
C. Gilbert, executive director of
the Kentucky Council on Public
Higher Education, who recently re-
leased the figures.
Gilbert reported enrollment in the
state's 32 accredited public and
private institutions at 95,558 as
compared with 80,917 a year ago.
He attributed the leveling-off to
a slow down in college-age popula-
tion, college-age males serving in
the armed forces, continued in-
crease in tuition and living cost,
and a decrease in non-resident
students.
But Kentucky colleges can ex-
pect continued increases in enroll-
ment with probably another big
boost yet to come, Gilbert said.
He noted that the state's birth
rate in 1957 was among the highest
of any one year and this is Yet to
show up on campuses. Also, he
said returning veterans of the Viet-
nam War are expected to increase
college enrolment.
The six State supported colleges
and universities and the two muni-
cipal institutions-the University of
Louisville and Paducah Junior Col-
lege-again made the largest gains.
They enrolled 7.2 per cent over the
1966 fal Iterm while the private col-
leges increased their enrollments
by only 1.9 per cent, according to
Gilbert.
-Baby (primary) teeth are
Important. Tbay save the proper
eruption gem 3or permanent
teeth and are necessary for chew-
ing, speech and appearance.
, -Milk does not prevent de
cay. It helps the teeth form pro-
periy.
-Sweets are a causative factor
In decay and their consumption
should be limited, probably to
meal times.
-A great proportion of chil-
dren have some type of gum dis-
ease. If untreated, the disorders
will become more serious as the
child grows. Gum disease Is the
greatest cause of adult tooth loss. 
-Destroyedtooth enamel can-
not be repaired. If a tooth stops
aching, this means the pulp has
been infected-an indication of
real trouble,
Very few people are "im-
mune to dental decay. Approxi-
mately 98 per cent of the popula-
tion suffers from caries. But
regular toothbrushing, fluorida-
tion and routine dental care will
greatly reduce decay. 4-68
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Teens Are Tops in March of Dimes
Fight to Conquer Birth Defects.
"Taps Are Tops" is the
motto of the Teen Age Pro-
gram of the March of
Dimes-and these teens are
"tops" with the thousands
of children who are helped
by TAP support of the
March of Dimes campaign
against birth defects.
Young people today want to
be involved in what's happen-
ing and The National Founda-
tion-March of Dimes offers
them involvement In the battle
against one of mankind's old-
est enemies. Since nearly half
the brides in this country go
to the altar before they are 21
years old, teenagers have a
very real stake in the birth de-
fects compaign.
For TAP volunteers the
March of Dimes has special
meaning. This is the first gen-
eration of children to grow up
free from fear of polio, thanks
to vaccines developed with
March of Dimes funds. After
the conquest of polio, the vol-
untary health organization
turned its attention to birth
defects.
For the last decade, the
March of Dimes has led the
fight against defects which
occur in a quarter of a million
newborn babies annually in
the United States. To do this,
it supports 100 birth defects
centers throughout the country,
as well as large-scale research
and education programs.
• Whether they are sponsoring
a fund-raising auction in Ala-
bama or holding a young adults
conference on birth defects In
Minnesota, TAP meslhbers are
anything but youthful ama-
teurs in what they do and how
they do it. They are frequently
honor students, class officers
and good athletes as well as
hard-working volunteers for
the March of Dimes.
National TAP chairman,
actreas Kathy Garver, is a
good maniple. The pretty 19-
year-old who plays 'Sissy" on
the CBS-TV series, "Fatally
Affair," also is a full-time stu-
dent at theaThiversity of Cali-
fornia at Los Angeles. Her ca-
reer has included featured roles
Young volt:rasters in the Teen Age Program (TAP) for Aso March
of Dimes visit a With defects center to sac firsthand how their
efforts help children born with serious defects.
in television, radio, motion
pictures and on the stage.
She is enthusiastic about
her new role as TAP chair-
man because of all the March
of Dimes is doing for children
burdened by severe birth de-
fects. "Jfisi, teenagers and future
parents," Kathy says, "we hope
our efforts will help others to
be spared."
TAP members work year-
round on projects to make
society aware of the responsi-
bilities all face when a child
is born with a serious handi-
cap.
Susan Haines, 18-year-old
TAP chairman for South Da-
kota last year, arranged a se-
ries of community lectures on
birth defects by members of
district medical societies.
• Simon Reems, 18, of New
Orleans, 1967 TAP chairman
for Louisiana, worked more
than 700 hours for the March
of Dimes while keeping up in
varsity sports and acting as
sports editor for -the school
paper.
Jon Cieslak, also 18, helped
set up a Young Adults Leader-
ship Conference at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota and
held other workshops deal-
ing with birth defects prob-
lems while he was TAP chair-
man of the Greater Minne-
apolis area. Now at Princeton
University on a full scholar-
ship, Jon belonged to the Na-
tional Honor Society in high
school and also covered
school sports for a local news-
paper.
Increasingly, TAP leaders'
from public, private and pa-
rochial schools as well as
youth organizations and
church groups, are holding,
highly successful forums.
which treat every aspect of
birth defects problems. Of
special interest to these future
parents is information about
preconceptual ' and prenatal
care-ways they can help give
their children a healthy start
in life.
The conferences, which In-
clude prominent medical
speakers, educational and
community leaders, often are
co-sponsored by local col-
legs and universities.
Films and information kits
are also available from The
National Foundation-March of
Dimes for use in public edu-




Kentucky, is noted for its many
limestone springs. The Royal
Spring at Georgetown normally
provides a million gallons of water
a day. A section of the Pennyrile
district in Western Kentucky is
known as the Land of the Ten
Thousand Sinks.
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LEARNING A TRADE—An inmate at the Kentucky
State Reformatory learns to repair radios and tele-
vision sets in one of five vocational education courses
offered at the institution through the State Area
Vocational School at Jeffersontown. Other courses
Include auto repair, auto body work, building and
trades, and printing.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs- Carey Melds
-My. Russell losers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church last Sunday at 11
a. m., but the evening service was
called off, due to the weather.
Mr. and Mrs. Danny True and
sons arrived Saturday morning
from Fulton, Mo., for a visit here
with grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Grover True, and other relatives.
An epidemic of colds and virus is
spreading in this area. Some who
are victims are Mr. and Mrs.
Buton Lassiter and Miss Margarett
: Bynum.
Mrs. Ed Frields and daughter,
Mrs. Eric Cunningham, are suffer-
ing from attacks of bronchitis.
They are under medication of Dr.
Welles in Dresden. We hope they
will improve very soon.
A mallard duck came sailing in
here the past Sunday and seems no
stranger, as we continue to feed
and water him. It isn't a cripple
and we think he was just too ex-
hausted to get any farther during
the low readings of our tempera-
ture.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Frields left
Friday, via Jet, from Memphis for
their home in Los Angeles, after
attending the funeral here of their
sister, Mrs. Pansy Stafford, a week
ago. While here they visited with
their mother, Mrs. Ed Frields, and
relatives in Union City, Paducah
and Palmersville.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis are
doing fairly well at their home in
this village. Since neither of them
has been well, their children are
checking on them, getting in their
groceries and visiting Often and
taking care of their needs during
this extreme low temperature.
ANSWERS TO rs.171L.11















1). Prompt, courteous ambu-
lance service with 2 staff mem-
bers on duty at all ffmos.





The Kentucky Cattlemen's Asso-
ciation will hold its annual per-
formance-tested bull sale March 15,
1968 at the West Kentucky Substa-
tion at Princeton.
Dr. Bernard M. Jones, Jr., sec-
retary of the association, says the
sale is open to all beef breeds. The
University of Kentucky is a co-
sponsor of the affair.
Ile listed the following facts on
the sale and qualifications to sell:
(1) To be entered, bulls must
pass the U. K. "On-The-Farm" bull
test. Minimum requirements are
(a) a weight per day of age of at
least 2 pounds per day at end of
the test; (b) gains of a minimum
of 2 pounds a day while on the 16O
day test, which starts when the calf
is weaned; and (c) a conformation
score of low choice or better.
lie noted bulls also must be pure-
bred and with a breed registration
certificate. They must be vaccinat-
ed against leptospirosis and pass
health teats for brucellosis and
tuberculosis. All bulls will be sold
as guaranteed breeders and will
have had a pedigree check against
dwarfism.
The beef cattle specialists in the
various.U. K. Cooperative Exten-
sion Service areas can furnidh ad-




(Continued From Page Two)
TIDBITS—
not have the slightest idea of what
the book was about or even who
wrote it. But it was "my" book,
anyway, and I clutched it to my
bosom as a great treasure. I do not
know whether that particular edi-
tion is now valuable, for my copy,
like my copy of HARVBEST OF
YOUTH, is not for sale. But I have
been made happy through the
sixty-two years since I bought the
book for my birthday present to
myself because hosts of people
have come to regard WALDEN as
one of our supremely great Ameri-
can books. It would take a big shelf
to hold a single copy of each edi-
tion that has appeared since 1905,
and another bigger one to hold
works on Thoreau and his quaint
little volume. At the time his
WEEK ON THE CONCORD was
published-900 copies---, 700 failed
to sell. Thoreau quaintly wrote in
his diary: "I now own a library of
No volumes, 700 of which I wrote
myself," for he had had to take
over 'the unsold volumes; my, what
a treasure a copy of that little
book would be today! Ordinary fel-
lows like you and me are not often
privileged to see such treasures or
to hold them in our hands.
Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation' Si Years
• Large Display •
' Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. O. Powers Greenfield
Puffers J. B. MANES & SONS ph„„,, 2354m
Phone 4nosi mewed& roes.
Lincoln's boyhood home in Kentucky. This humble log cabin was
the scene of a determined struggle to reach achievement.
Our national history affirms this truth: From humble beginnings,
greatness can grow, for with faith, all things are possible. In our
daily lives, the wonder of faith gives us the guidance and inspira-
tion to make each day, each deed greater. The church of your choice
is your fountain of faith, your source of comfort and strength. At-
tend, support yar church.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope Dal More People Will Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Tour Prescription Drug Store
Piriten, Ky. Phone 472-1303
THE crrrzams BANK
Make our bank your honk
Hickman, Ky. Phone 236-2655
PURE MILK COMPANY FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
At the stem r.r at your door
Fishery Ky. Phone 4724311
JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Phonei 469.44'14 — Dukedom, Tenn.
Fulton, Kentucky
Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better ilkschicatly"
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Phone 472-1471
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists




Lake Street DIM 472-2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Excellent Peed
Privets dining for 152
King Motor Commony, Inc.
Authorised Pontiac and Itambior Dialer
1111 W. State Line Phone ow=








Vest Tennessee and Kentucky hog producers participated in a Swine Field Day held recently on the Jack
kiinton Yorkshire farm near Latham, Term, Herman Westbrook, (1), prominent hog raiser of Dresden, pos-
d for photo above with, from left: Bob Coffman and Jim Morris, Wayne Sales Representatives of Allied
of Jackson and Dyersburg, Tenn., respectively; and Jerry K. Smith, Allied's Southern Region Live-
ock Feeds Sales Manager, Jackson, Tenn. Meeting was held in Bible Union School near Latham prior to
arm Tour at Quinton's farm.
lax Wiggins, partner in the Donald Hastings Feed Mill, Dukedom, Term., spreads Wayne Sow Blox on
rourd at "Profitunity" Swill. Field Day held Dec. 1 on the Quinvale Yorkshire Farm of E. B. "Jack"
11*th:wt. Yorkshire/Hampshire crossbred sows are on Wayne Sow Blox program all the way as initiated by
`rtaler Don Hastings. Quinton's swine herd record is 9.6 pigs weaned from the 75 sows he farrows each year.
II, litter size is 11 live pigs. Sows in photo above are part of 10 or 12 in a pen that is serviced by one boar.
(Continued from Page O,,&
se elementary schools to the third,
iurth and fifth grades. Project
lama's will be given to each stu-
nt participating. The members
)ill watch the TV programs on
iturdays and discuss them in
-.Moot the following Mondays.
ompletion certificates will be pre-
anted.
This series is on Emergency Pre-
'redness and discusses Emer-
mcies of the World. It creates an
wareness of emergencies and ex-
lains things to look for during
nergencies.
If you have any questions, please
intact the Extension Office, locat-
i in the basement of the Post W-




sent at The University of Tennes-
v at Martin has reached a new
gh of 3,000 students, H. C.
dean of admissions, said Wed-
isday.
This figure represents an unusual-
• small net drop of 135 undergrad-
ite students below fall quarter en-
Alment, Dean Alison said.
The large number of students
ansferring from other institutions
'count for the smallest drop from
11 to winter quarter enrollment
cperienced in a number of years,
an Allison said.
The winter quarter 1963 enroll-
lent of 3,000 is approximately 133




Because there have been no
'singes in the Federal Income tax
,d social security withholding
tea for 1968, employers should
stinue to use their present copy
Circular E, "Employer's Tax
side," Mr. G. C. Hooks, District
irector of Internal Revenue for
entucky, advised today.
KY. WINDAGE—
for them, affixed the lights, distributed the Music.
Another special fellow opened a special PA system,
put the unheard-of number of five microphones
around to different points to pick up special solos,
and then sat back at a special mixer to turn them on
or off as needed during the evening.
That alone, was quite a mark of quality to me.
In all the orchestras I had ever seen, including the
ones I had played with, us musicians had to do that
ourselves. Here they had two special fellows with
them that didn't even play.
When the lead man in each section had his men
all in tune as does a concertmaster of a symphony
orchestra, the dance was about ready to begin, and
right on the dot in came Paul Whiteman with his
tiny little baton.
And for four hours I listened to the most mar-
velous dance music that I had ever heard played.
This was Paul Whiteman and his orchestra; the
"King of Jazz".
Little pencil mustache, big and portly frame in
his tux, and wearing for all the world what looked
like a pair of shiny bedroom slippers.
The "businessmen", under his baton, loosened
up, did a lot of novelty numbers, cut capers, enter-
tained in all sorts of ways, or played gracefully and
smoothly as the number would indicate.
It was a great and memorable evening with
Paul Whiteman, that spring night in 1932 at the
Frog Hop in St. Joe, as some 2500 people agreed.
I never got to see Paul Whiteman again, and
often wondered what had become of him, assuming
that he had died while I was overseas in WW2, or
sometime when I wasn't reading the papers.
My answer came finally. Paul Whiteman died
last week in New Jersey, where he had been living
quietly in retirement. He was a great fellow, with a
great name, and a great orchestra.
Mr. Hooks stressed that employ-
ers should not be expecting a new
issuance of Circular E, also re-
ferred to as Publication No. 15, but
should use their current edition for
withhqlding information and tables.
Employers can make certain they
have the latest edition of the "Em-
ployer's Tax Guide" by checking
that the front cover bears the nota-
tion, Publication No. 15 (Rev. Jan.
1967).
While there has been no increase
in the social security tax rate for
1968, Mr Hooks pointed out that the
maximum annual income subject
to social security has been increas-
ed from $6,600 to 87,800 for both
employees and thil ash -employed.
effective January 1, IBM
VIETNAM
(Continued I.:5K..9:s--on.)
still had plenty left. so we put it in
a box and it is on a help-yourself
basis for the guys of our squad.
The water was really a treat, after
drinking this "liquid" they call
water over here for ten months.
I'll be coming home in sixty days
and I hope to see my friends of




Dear People of Fulton and South
Fulton:
I received your box of gifts today.
It brought the spirit of Christmas
to me, along with my huddle&
Several of them are from large
cities. They said this project was
heart warming, to see an entire
town undertake a job like this, to
see that everj, boy from the home
town receives a box so each one
could have a Merry Christmas.
We spend a little different kind
of Christmas than what we're used
to. Christmas is the worst time of
the year on a soldier being away
from his home and family, but we
make the best of it. The boys in
Vietnam have to be on the offense
during the holidays. The Viet Cong
try to take adventage of the holi-
days. To most of us Christmaa is
about like any other day of the
week. We all give our thanks to
God for protecting us and for him
to lead us on to victory. We're all
proud that we can serve in a
worthwhile cause, the price we pay
is great. I had rather know I went
down trying to 'save a country and
its people instead of marching in
anti-war demonstrations or burning
my draft card. So I'm proud to say
I know the people from my home
town support us being over here.
We can see that through the work
you have done- by making our
Christmas a little more merry and
.through the generosity of your sup-
port that one day we Aill i Owe
The onis th.st h.va :,...m:, in
nam during Christmas will never
forget the kindness of the people
from Fulton and South Fulton dur-
ing the tour of Vietnam.
So, from the boys of 27 Mainten-
ance Company and myself, we
want to extend our appreciation for
the gifts you sent and may God
bless each one who was involved
in Operation Santa Claus. Also, iv,
thanks go to Mr. and Mrs.Charls
Dixon for all the long hours they
put into it, so it would be Possi-
ble, and I thank the members of
the Chamber of Commerce for
their help.
So, may each one have a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Lowell and the
Boys of 27 Mian. Co.
NO FUNDS—
(Continued tram Page One)
"This office has completed an
analysis and review of your applica-
tion for a Neighborhood Facilities
grant. This review included a rating
based on criteria developed
in accordance with a priority ranle
ing system established in order to
determine which applications might
be funded. All applications were
rated on the basis of the percentage
of low-income families served, and
the scope, depth and responsive-
ness of the proposed service pro-
gram to meet these needs.
"After reviewing all applications
in accordance with the above criter-
ia, we wish to inform you that we
will be unable to approve your ap-
plication for funding during this
fiscal year. The fact that the appli-
cation cannot be approved does not
mean that your proposal is not
valid, or needed; it is simply a
matter of limited fund availability.
We know that you are disappoint-
ed that the Department is not able
to approve this project; however,
we feel that you should be advised
of the status of your application at
this time.
"You may, of course, resubmit
your proposal for consideration
during Fiscal Year 1966. If you de-
sire to pursue this course of ac-
tion, we would be most receptive to
receiving a resubmittal of your
present or revised application on or




Mrs. Mary Alice Coleman, chair-
man of the March of Dimes cam-
paign in Fulton, the News was in-
formed that the polio auction will
be held some time during the month
of January, but, because of weather
conditions, no definite date has
been set.





Hal Warren, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Warren of Fulton, has tam-
pleted the required course at the
College of Law at the University of
Kentucky and will receive the de-
gree of Juris Doctor from the
school.
The JD degree is awarded only
to candidates who enter the school
of Law with a bachelor's degree
from a recognized college or UM-
versity.lial received his BS degree
from Memphis State University in
January 1965.
After.taking the bar examination
in March, and upon admission to
the Kentucky Bar Association, Hal
plans to enter the -practice Of law
with his father, James H. Warren,
where he is now employed.
Hal and his wife, Joan, have an
apartment at 112 Fourth Street.
Joan is a graduate of the Univer
sity of Kentucky, 1967, and taught
the second grade at Stonewall
school in Lexington prior to moving
back to Fulton. She is now em-
ployed at the Fulton Bank.
BATTLE SITE
A small mountain creek in Cum-
berland Falls State Park tumbles
125 feet down a hill into a river to
form Little Eagle Falls. Once con-
sidered sacred by Indian tribes, the
site was the object of many bloody
battles for its possession.
IMPORTANT POSITION
Ciunberland Gap near Middles-
boro was twice taken and evacuat-
ed by the Confederates during the
Civil War.
CLASSIFIED ADS
ORDINANCE TO AMEND AN
ORDINANCE. SECTION 106.1,
PARAGRAPH "a" OF THE
SOUTHERN STANDARD BUILD-
ING CODE.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
CITY COMMISSION OF THE CITY
OF SOUTH F1JLTON: That Section
106,1, paragraph "a" of the South-
ern Standard Building Code be
amended by inserting the following
words in lieu thereof: "No person,
firm or corporation shall erect, con-
struct, enlarge, altar, repair, move,
improve, remove, convert or de-
molish any building or structure in
the applicable jurisdiction, or
cause the same to be done, without
firstgobtaining a separate building
permit for such buildings or struc-
tures from the Building Official,
and that the cnrpenter, builder or
contractor shall be responsible for
securing the proper building per-
mits from the proper city authori-
ty."
That the foregoing take effect
from and after its due passage and
adoption-. •
That all ordinances or parts of
ordinances in conflict with this, be
and they are hereby repealed.
Holiday Inn of Fulton now inter-
viewing for following positions:
Cooks, dish-washers, waitresses.
Office over City National Bank.
10 a. m. to 5 p. m. except Sundays.
FEMALE HELP WANTED—Ex-
perienced and non-experienced oper-
ators, between ages 18 and 38.
Henry I. Siegel Company, South
Fulton, Tenn.
Pretend for a moment
that this mentally disturbed child is yours.
Now see if you can read this without getting angrya
fessies been trying to get help for her. You've written letters.
Mad* phone calls.
Nothing is happening.
The sad truth is, there's a good chance she can't be
adten.care of. She's not alone. Kentucky has hundreds like
her. And facilities for lets than 40.
And even if 4iere were space in a mental hospital,
odd think twice about leaving your child there.
/*cause many Kentucky mental hospitals look like
leenth century prisons.
So you tee, your child may have a tough time getting
well. Now are you angry?
Okay. Stop pretending. But stay angry.
Be thankful your child is not mentally disturbed. And
make some noise to. help those who ore.
Write or call your state representative or stale senator.
Tell them, if they want your support in the future, they'd
better do everything in their power to help Kentucky's
mentally disturbed children. Send them this ad. Maybe
it'll make them angry enough to do something.
Kentucky Association for mental Health
310 West Liberty St., Louisville, Ky. 40202
•
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